
Leon County Research and Development Authority      10 Point Scale  5 Point Scale   

2016 Technology Commercialization Grant  Outstanding  9 to 10  5 
 

   Excellent  7 to 8  4   
Judge:   1  Very Good  5 to 6  3   

Fair  3 to 4  2 

Team:   InnerHarbor  Deficient  1 to 2  1 

   Fails  0  0   

  
Judging Criteria MAX 

SCORE SCORE 
Questions/Feedback for Applicants 

    

Innovative Quality (30 Points)   
Compared to competitors in its field, the idea is clearly 
different, better, or will cost far less 10  5  

The problem to be solved is significant in terms of the 
number of people affected and the quality of the benefit 
produced 

10  5 
 

The technology is potentially disruptive or very risky, 
but also of potentially high reward if successful.  10  5  

Sub-Total 30 15   
Commercialization Plan (30 Points)         
Product development has been initiated. 5  1  

 A prototype is available and has been tested. 5  0  

A company has been established. 5  3 The company indicates $40k in revenue, but 
have not produced or sold a unit. 

A patent application has been filed or granted. 5  0  
The commercialization strategy is logical and feasible. 5  2  
The management team has the expertise to execute the 
commercialization plan. 5  3  

Sub-Total 30 9   

Impact of Technology Commercialization Grant (20 Points)       

 $15,000 will make a substantial difference to the 
project. 10  6  

Local publicity will help the company significantly. 5  2  



The company will foster economic development (job 
creation) in Leon County 5  2  

Sub-Total 20 10   
Image and "Gut Feel" (20 Points)         
The project fits the mission of the Authority to help 
commercialize technology and its success will reflect 
positively on the Authority 

10  5 
 

The whole project “feels” good. 5  2  
I want to invest in this business.  5  0  

Sub-Total 20 7   
TOTAL POINTS (Max = 100) 100 41 

Additional Comments 

  

   



Leon County Research and Development Authority      10 Point Scale  5 Point Scale   

2016 Technology Commercialization Grant  Outstanding  9 to 10  5 
 

   Excellent  7 to 8  4   
Judge:   2  Very Good  5 to 6  3   

Fair  3 to 4  2 

Team:   InnerHarbor  Deficient  1 to 2  1 

   Fails  0  0   

  
Judging Criteria MAX 

SCORE SCORE 
Questions/Feedback for Applicants 

    

Innovative Quality (30 Points)   
Compared to competitors in its field, the idea is clearly 
different, better, or will cost far less 10  5 Where has the current gross revenue come 

from? Unknown costs 

The problem to be solved is significant in terms of the 
number of people affected and the quality of the benefit 
produced 

10  9 
what is the electrical cost? 

The technology is potentially disruptive or very risky, 
but also of potentially high reward if successful.  10  9 water filter 

Sub-Total 30 23   
Commercialization Plan (30 Points)         
Product development has been initiated. 5  3  

 A prototype is available and has been tested. 5  0  
A company has been established. 5  3  
A patent application has been filed or granted. 5  0 unknown 

The commercialization strategy is logical and feasible. 5  5  
The management team has the expertise to execute the 
commercialization plan. 5  2 unknown 

Sub-Total 30 13   

Impact of Technology Commercialization Grant (20 Points)       

 $15,000 will make a substantial difference to the 
project. 10  9  

Local publicity will help the company significantly. 5  1  



The company will foster economic development (job 
creation) in Leon County 5  5  

Sub-Total 20 15   
Image and "Gut Feel" (20 Points)         
The project fits the mission of the Authority to help 
commercialize technology and its success will reflect 
positively on the Authority 

10  5 
 

The whole project “feels” good. 5  5  
I want to invest in this business.  5  0 maybe once the prototype is working 

Sub-Total 20 10   
TOTAL POINTS (Max = 100) 100 61 

Additional Comments 

  

  website says it was last updated in 2010. 
http://www.ihpip.com/ClientSuccesses.php  



Leon County Research and Development Authority      10 Point Scale  5 Point Scale   

2016 Technology Commercialization Grant  Outstanding  9 to 10  5 
 

   Excellent  7 to 8  4   
Judge:   3  Very Good  5 to 6  3   

Fair  3 to 4  2 

Team:   InnerHarbor  Deficient  1 to 2  1 

   Fails  0  0   

  
Judging Criteria MAX 

SCORE SCORE 
Questions/Feedback for Applicants 

    

Innovative Quality (30 Points)   
Compared to competitors in its field, the idea is clearly 
different, better, or will cost far less 10  7 Exclusive licensed use of membrane is an 

advantage. 

The problem to be solved is significant in terms of the 
number of people affected and the quality of the benefit 
produced 

10  5 
 

The technology is potentially disruptive or very risky, 
but also of potentially high reward if successful.  10  4 Seems like a really crowded space with many 

competitors. 
Sub-Total 30 16   

Commercialization Plan (30 Points)         
Product development has been initiated. 5  5  

 A prototype is available and has been tested. 5  0  
A company has been established. 5  5  
A patent application has been filed or granted. 5  0  

The commercialization strategy is logical and feasible. 5  2  
The management team has the expertise to execute the 
commercialization plan. 5  2  

Sub-Total 30 14   

Impact of Technology Commercialization Grant (20 Points)       

 $15,000 will make a substantial difference to the 
project. 10  8 

Would allow development of working prototype 
which could possibly be licensed out to larger 
player. 



Local publicity will help the company significantly. 5  2  
The company will foster economic development (job 
creation) in Leon County 5  4  

Sub-Total 20 14   
Image and "Gut Feel" (20 Points)         
The project fits the mission of the Authority to help 
commercialize technology and its success will reflect 
positively on the Authority 

10  8 
 

The whole project “feels” good. 5  2  
I want to invest in this business.  5  1  

Sub-Total 20 11   
TOTAL POINTS (Max = 100) 100 55 

Additional Comments 

  

  Appears to be an improvement on an existing 
solution in water purification, but I would like to 
know more about the science as a differentiator.  



Leon County Research and Development Authority      10 Point Scale  5 Point Scale   

2016 Technology Commercialization Grant  Outstanding  9 to 10  5 
 

   Excellent  7 to 8  4   
Judge:   4  Very Good  5 to 6  3   

Fair  3 to 4  2 

Team:   InnerHarbor  Deficient  1 to 2  1 

   Fails  0  0   

  
Judging Criteria MAX 

SCORE SCORE 
Questions/Feedback for Applicants 

    

Innovative Quality (30 Points)   
Compared to competitors in its field, the idea is clearly 
different, better, or will cost far less 10  6 Applicant does not seem to have an exclusive 

distribution agreement from DAIS. 

The problem to be solved is significant in terms of the 
number of people affected and the quality of the benefit 
produced 

10  9 
 

The technology is potentially disruptive or very risky, 
but also of potentially high reward if successful.  10  6 Technology is life-changing, but DAIS holds the 

patent for the technology. 
Sub-Total 30 21   

Commercialization Plan (30 Points)         
Product development has been initiated. 5  5  

 A prototype is available and has been tested. 5  2  
A company has been established. 5  3  
A patent application has been filed or granted. 5  5 DAIS has patent. 

The commercialization strategy is logical and feasible. 5  5  
The management team has the expertise to execute the 
commercialization plan. 5  5  

Sub-Total 30 25   

Impact of Technology Commercialization Grant (20 Points)       

 $15,000 will make a substantial difference to the 
project. 10  5 Will help a prototype.  Launching the product will 

require far more capital. 

Local publicity will help the company significantly. 5  5 In particular, having the Florida DEP in town and 
our Wakulla Springs crisis. 



The company will foster economic development (job 
creation) in Leon County 5  4 Local contractors will benefit from this product 

Sub-Total 20 14   
Image and "Gut Feel" (20 Points)         
The project fits the mission of the Authority to help 
commercialize technology and its success will reflect 
positively on the Authority 

10  8 
Certainly fits the mission, but this firm will 
primarily be a distributor/supplier of DAIS 
technology, with modifications on how it is used. 

The whole project “feels” good. 5  5  
I want to invest in this business.  5  1 DAIS holds the patent and controls. 

Sub-Total 20 14   
TOTAL POINTS (Max = 100) 100 74 

Additional Comments 

  

   



Leon County Research and Development Authority      10 Point Scale  5 Point Scale   

2016 Technology Commercialization Grant  Outstanding  9 to 10  5 
 

   Excellent  7 to 8  4   
Judge:   5  Very Good  5 to 6  3   

Fair  3 to 4  2 

Team:   InnerHarbor  Deficient  1 to 2  1 

   Fails  0  0   

  
Judging Criteria MAX 

SCORE SCORE 
Questions/Feedback for Applicants 

    

Innovative Quality (30 Points)   

Compared to competitors in its field, the idea is clearly 
different, better, or will cost far less 10  8 

Internationally there appear to be others using 
nanofiltration membranes for water purification, 
though the applicants focus on septic, 
agricultural and disaster markets seems unique.  
The uniqueness of the membrane itself and how 
it differs from others i 

The problem to be solved is significant in terms of the 
number of people affected and the quality of the benefit 
produced 

10  10 
 

The technology is potentially disruptive or very risky, 
but also of potentially high reward if successful.  10  8  

Sub-Total 30 26   
Commercialization Plan (30 Points)         
Product development has been initiated. 5  5  

 A prototype is available and has been tested. 5  3 Design has begun and materials sourced but a 
working prototype has not been established. 

A company has been established. 5  5  

A patent application has been filed or granted. 5  4 
Several patents related to the membrane are 
held and one is being sought for the proposed 
use by IHP. 

The commercialization strategy is logical and feasible. 5  4  
The management team has the expertise to execute the 
commercialization plan. 5  5  



Sub-Total 30 26   

Impact of Technology Commercialization Grant (20 Points)       

 $15,000 will make a substantial difference to the 
project. 10  10  

Local publicity will help the company significantly. 5  3  

The company will foster economic development (job 
creation) in Leon County 5  5 

In 3 years the expenses for team personnel 
increases from 40K to over 340K, indicating 
several new jobs will results. 

Sub-Total 20 18   
Image and "Gut Feel" (20 Points)         
The project fits the mission of the Authority to help 
commercialize technology and its success will reflect 
positively on the Authority 

10  10 
 

The whole project “feels” good. 5  5  
I want to invest in this business.  5  4  

Sub-Total 20 19   
TOTAL POINTS (Max = 100) 100 89 

Additional Comments 

  

   




